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You ask,
We 

answer
Are you facing issues related to your
academics, mental health, etc? Do you want
to share your problems, but shy to reveal it
with your near ones? Never mind, our
expert, CBSE helpline counsellor, JJaayyddeebb  KKaarr
will answer queries from students, parents
and educators. Your identity will be strictly
protected...

QMy father has
lost his job fol-
lowing the pan-

demic. The atmosphere at
home gets extremely
tensed during discussions
about finances. It gets dif-
ficult for me to concen-
trate on my studies. I even
get thoughts of discontin-
uing my studies.
Please guide me.
 Like your
father, many
people have lost
their jobs, but
you should wait for
things to get back to nor-
mal. No doubt, the situa-
tion at home must be very
tensed, but you should be
focusing on your studies.
Discuss with your parents,
I am sure they must have
started looking for a new
job.  If you have any skills
that can be used for free-

lancing, you can use them
to earn some money as
well.

Q I am a parent of
class IX student.
My ward is

attending online classes
and studying through e-
learning resources. I am

not able to 
understand what
exactly he is
learning, and how
we can monitor

them?
 You should trust

your ward and discuss
with him about his learn-
ings online, on a daily
basis. Rather than keeping
him isolated, as a parent
you can frequently check
your ward's activities
online, ensuring that he is
not misusing the
resources.

KEVIN BACON TAPPED TO
PLAY THE VILLAIN IN 'THE
TOXIC AVENGER' REBOOT

M ystic River star Kevin
Bacon has joined the cast
of Legendary's reboot of

'Toxic Avenger' as a villain. The reboot
of the 1984 film from schlock movie
house Troma Entertainment already
has Peter Dinklage, Jacob Tremblay
and Taylour Paige on board, with the
shooting set to begin later this month
in Bulgaria. Macon Blair, who also
wrote the script for the story, is set
to direct the movie.

The story revolves around a
struggling everyman who,
when pushed into a vat of
toxic waste, is transformed
into a mutant freak, who
must go from shunned out-
cast to underdog hero as he
races to save his son, his
friends, and his community
from the forces of 
corruption and greed,
according to
Hollywood
Reporter, which
first broke the
news of
Bacon's 
casting.

Entertainment

Facebook launches new initiative
to help children be safe online

Pokémon GO creator Niantic to make
a Transformers game
P okemon GO creator Niantic has announced its next project: a loca-

tion-based augmented reality game. Called ‘Transformers: Heavy
Metal’, the game, expected to launch globally this year, will have

players join the Guardian Network, a group of humans, who have banded
together with the Autobots in a war against the Decepticons. As a Guardian,
players will uncover hidden regions across the Earth to find resources and
battle Decepticons in turn-based battles, either solo or with friends.

While Niantic is best-known for the ongoing success of Pokémon Go, the
company has also expanded by attempting to bring other fictional realms
to the video games. The first was the Harry Potter universe, with Wizards
Unite, and more recently, the developer announced a partnership with
Nintendo that will include a Pikmin game

S ocial media giant Facebook has launched a new initiative 
that encourages people to report child abuse content on its
platforms and not to share it. The initiative, 'Report it, don't

share it' is in collaboration with civil society organisations like the
Aarambh India Initiative, Cyber Peace Foundation and Arpan. The
initiative was rolled out with an animated video, which visually
communicates the negative impact that the circulation of child abuse content could have on the
child, who's the subject of such content, even if it's about condemning the act.

 Earlier this year, the social
media giant conducted an in-
depth analysis to understand
the illegal child exploitative
content on Facebook and
Instagram

 It was found that more than
90 per cent of this content was
the same as or visually similar
to previously-reported content.
And most of this sharing was
happening without any intent to
harm children

 Recently, Facebook updated
its child safety policies to clari-
fy that it will remove Facebook
profiles, pages, groups and
Instagram accounts that are
dedicated to sharing otherwise
innocent images of children
with captions, hashtags or
comments containing inap-
propriate signs of affection
or commentary about the
children depicted in the
image

To report a content where a child is at risk, call 1098
and report it to the Childline India Foundation. If the
content exists on Facebook's family of apps, it can be
reported on fb.me/onlinechildprotection

TECHAWAY 

STUDENTS REACT
 The assessment criteria devised by
the board is fair, as it pro-
vides equitable weigh-
tage to class X  and
class XI marks,
while providing
greater emphasis to
class XII marks,
which ensures that
the efforts put in by stu-
dents in class XII are not wasted.
Samyuktaa Sivakumar, class XII,

Ryan International School, 

Kandivali, Mumbai

 Though it comes as a
relief for those, who
have been consistent
in all the three years,
it’s disappointing for
students, who have
worked hard for the
class XII exam. Besides,
let’s not forget, these
marks will matter when we apply
for colleges, and especially for students,
who have applied for foreign universities.
Vasi H Balaji, class XII, PSBB LLA,

Bengaluru

 Instead of assessing the last three
years, marks based on the revisions
and pre-board exams of class XII,
would have been a better
option. But the fact
that students, who
are not satisfied
with the evaluation
formula can appear
for the class XII
board exams, when
the situation normalises,
is a saving grace.
Sathiga Devi P, class XII, Shree Niketan
Patasala, Chennai

CBSE will adopt 30:30:40 formula for evaluation
of marks of class XII students: Centre to SC

The Council for the Indian
School Certificate Examination
(CISCE) said that it would 
consider the performance of
students for last six classes,
unlike CBSE, which is taking
note of the performance in class
X, XI and XII exams, in finalising
the final board results. PTI

T
he Centre on Thursday
told the Supreme Court
that the CBSE will be
adopting a 30:30:40
formula for evaluation of

marks of class XII students based on the
results of class X, XI and XII respectively.
Attorney General KK Venugopal,
representing the CBSE, submitted that
the marks of practical/internal
assessment etc of class XII will be on
actual basis as uploaded by the school on
the CBSE portal. The Supreme Court in
principle approved the CBSE’s decision
for taking into account the aggregation
of marks of class X, XI and XII with
specified weightages.

The results will be declared by
July 31, and schools are required
to submit the marks by July 15.
Students, who are not satisfied
with the marks/grading through
the present mechanism, can
improve upon their marks by
appearing in physical 
examinations, which would be
held as soon as the situation
normalises

How students
will be assessed

2It said, the marks obtained by
class XII students in practical
and internal assessment on actu-

al basis as uploaded by schools on CBSE
portal will be also considered in deciding
the final results

3For class X, the marks in best
of the three from the main five
subjects in mid-term examina-

tions, will be considered

4Each school has to form a
result committee to take into
account the marks of a student

obtained in the three examinations,
which would be vetted by the modera-
tion committee of CBSE

5The moderation committee will
look into the difference in marking
mechanism adopted by schools

6Historical performance of a school
in class XII board for the last few
years, and the overall percentage

of marks obtained by students in past
years’ board examinations will be taken
into account for moderation purposes
(SOURCE: TOI, PTI & AGENCIES)

1CBSE said, it will evaluate class XII
students for theory based on 30 per
cent marks from class X board, 30 per

cent from class XI and 40 per cent from
marks based on the performance in unit, mid
term and pre-board tests in class XII
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DEVELOP A FLUENT STYLE

TO SCORE IN ENGLISH

PART-A (READING-40 marks)

Q1. Read the following passage and
answer the questions that follow:
1. Educational planning should aim at
meeting the educational needs of the en-
tire population of all age groups. While
the traditional structure of education as
a three-layer hierarchy from the primary
stage to the university represents the
core, we should not overlook the periph-
ery which is equally important under
modern conditions. Workers need to
rewind or renew their enthusiasm or
strike out in a new direction or improve
their skills as much as any university
professor. The retired and the aged have
their needs as well. Educational planning
in other words should take care of the
needs of everyone.
2. Our structures of education have been
built up on the assumption that there is
a terminal point to education. This ba-
sic defect has become even more harm-
ful today. A UNESCO report entitled
'Learning to Be' prepared by Edgar Fau-
re and others in 1973 asserts that the ed-
ucation of children must prepare the fu-
ture adult for various forms of self-learn-
ing. A viable education system of the fu-
ture would consist of modules with dif-
ferent kinds of functions serving a di-
versity of constituents. And perform-
ance, not the period of study, should be
the basis of credentials. The writing is
already on the wall.
3. In view of the fact that the significance
of a commitment of lifelong learning
and lifelong education is being discussed
only in recent years even in education-
ally advanced countries, the possibility
of the idea becoming an integral part of
educational thinking seems to be a far
cry. For, to move in that direction means
much more than some simple re-
arrangement to the present organization
of education. But a good beginning can
be made by developing Open University
programs for older learners of different
categories and introducing extension
services in the conventional colleges and
schools. Also, these institutions should
learn to cooperate with numerous com-
munity organizations such as libraries,
museums, municipal recreational pro-
grams, health services, etc.
On the basis of your understanding
of the above passage answer the fol-
lowing questions: [10]
i) According to the author, educational
planning should attempt to…
(a) decide a terminal point to education
(b) train the people at the core
(c) fulfil the educational needs of every-
one
(d) encourage conventional schools and
colleges
ii) According to the author, the concept
of 'lifetime education' is…
(a) not practical. (b) not desirable 
(c) in vogue in advanced countries
(d) still in formative stages

iii) According to the passage, the pres-
ent education structures assume

that…
(a) Education is a one-time process.

(b) All people can be educated as
per their needs.

(c) Discussions on lifelong
learning should continue for

some time.
(d) Present educational

planning is very much
practical.

iv) In the context of the passage the
meaning of the sentence, 'The writing is
already on the wall.' is…
(a) The signs of change are already vis-
ible.
(b) Everything is uncertain nowadays.
(c) It is a mysterious process.
(d) You cannot change the future.
v) The correct option that lists how ed-
ucation for everyone can be started is…
1. By opening up more schools and col-
leges.
2. By starting practical classes.
3. By developing open university pro-
grams for older learners.
4. By introducing extension services in
the conventional colleges and schools.
5. By fixing terminal point to education.
6. By sticking to the present structure of
education.
(a) 1 and 2 (b) 3 and 4
(c) 5 and 6 (d) 2 and 5
vi) The correct option as per the UNESCO
report 'Learning to Be' in 1973 is… 
(1) Fix an end point to education.
(2) Encourage students to earn high
marks.
(3) Emphasis should be given in memo-
rizing 
(4) Prepare the future adults for various
forms of self -learning
(5) Preparing modules with different
kinds of functions
(6) Period of study should on the basis
of credentials
(a) 1 and 6 (b) 4 and 5
(c) 2 and 3 (d) 4 and 6 
vii) The basis for credentials should be…
(1) Period (2) Age (3) Experience
(4) Performance
(5) Communication skill
(6) Achievement
(a) 1 and 3 (b) 2 and 4

(c) 2 and 5 (d) 4 and 6
viii) The extract uses the phrase 'far cry'.
The correct expressions with respect to
this phrase is…
(a) Distant possibility
(b) Sorrow
(c) Existing for a long time
(d) Crying for a long time.
ix) The statement that is NOT TRUE ac-
cording to the passage is…
(a) Our education structure is based on
the terminal points to education.
(b) Education system of future would
consist of modules with different kinds
of functions
(c) Performance should be the basis of
certificates.
(d) Period should be the basis of certifi-
cates
x) The option that lists the characteris-
tics which are not apt for the new edu-
cation structure is…
(1) Education for workers
(2) Education for retired and aged
(3) End point to education
(4) Performance based credentials
(5) Open university programs
(6) Conventional colleges and schools
(a) 2 and 3 (b) 4 and 5
(c) 3 and 6 (d)1 and 6

Q2. Read the passage below:
1. Civilization has not succeeded so far,
in creating an environment suitable to
mental and moral activities of mankind.
The low intellectual and spiritual value
of most human beings is due largely to
deficiencies of their psychological at-
mosphere. The supremacy of matter and
dogmas of industrial religion have de-
stroyed culture, beauty and morals. The
immense spread of newspaper, cheap lit-
erature, radios and cinemas had con-
tributed only to the degeneration of cul-
ture. Unintelligence is becoming more
and more general, in spite of course giv-
en in schools, colleges and universities.
School children and students form their
minds on the programs of public enter-
tainments. Social environment instead
of favoring the growth of intelligence,
opposes it with all its might.
2. Moral sense is almost completely ig-
nored by modern society. We have, in fact,
suppressed its manifestation. All are im-
bued with irresponsibility. Those who
discern good and evil, who are industri-
ous and provident, remain poor and are
looked upon as morose. The woman who
has several children, who devotes her-
self to their education instead of her own
career is considered weak minded. If a
man saves a little money for his wife and
the education of his children, this mon-
ey is stolen from him by enterprising fi-
nancers, or taken by the government, and
distributed to those who have been re-
duced to want by their own improvidence
and short sightedness of manufacturers,
bankers, and economists. Artists and
men of science supply the community
with beauty, health, and wealth. They live
and die in poverty. Robbers enjoy pros-
perity and peace. Gangsters are produced
by politicians and respected by judges.
They are the heroes whom children ad-
mire at the cinema and imitate in their
games. A rich man has every right. He
may discard his aging wife, abandon his
old mother to penury, rob those who have
entrusted their money to him, without
losing the consideration of his friends.
Sexual morals have been cast aside. There
is no difference between right and wrong,
just and unjust. No one makes any ob-
jection to their presence. Ministers have
rationalized religion. They have de-
stroyed its mystical basis. But they do
not succeed in attracting modern men.
In their half empty churches, they vain-
ly preach a weak morality. They are con-
tent with part of policemen helping the
interest of the wealthy to preserve the
framework of the present society. Or like
politicians, they flatter the appetites of
the crowd.
3. Men are powerless against such psy-
chological attacks. They necessarily yield
to the influence of their group. If one
lives in the company of fools and crimi-
nals, isolation is the only hope of salva-
tion. But where will the inhabitants of
the new city find solitude. Said Marcus
Aurelius "No retreat is more peaceful or
less troubled than that encountered by
man in his won soul." But we are not ca-
pable of such an effort. We cannot fight
our social surroundings.
On the basis of your understanding
of the passage answer the questions
below: [10]
i) According to the writer, the civiliza-
tion has so far failed to…
(1) To bridge the gap between the afflu-
ent and indigent.
(2) To develop technology
(3) To create a climate of peace and ad-
justment for co-existence of diverse re-
ligions.
(4) To develop infrastructure.
(5) To shape human life along
spiritual lines.
(6) To create an environment
congenial to growth of mental
and moral activities of
mankind.
(a) 1, 5 and 6 (b) 1,2,4 and 5

(c) 2,3 and 4 (d) 1,3,5 and 6
ii) Being rejected almost completely in
modern society means…
(a) The acquisitive tendency
(b) The thieving habit
(c) Social equality
(d) Moral sense
iii) Through the passage the author im-
plies that…
(a) Men have lost the power to fight with
attacks of moral degeneration.
(b) Peace and prosperity is enjoyed by
robbers
(c) The industrious and faithful remain
poor.
(d) Man's social sense has to be encour-
aged and strengthened
iv) The statement that relates to the
artists and men of science is…
(a) They are given the required respect
and regard 
(b) What they actually receive from so-
ciety in terms of material benefit is far
short of their contribution
(c) They are given moral and material
benefit in far greater quantity than they
really deserve.
(d) They are given position authority in
life
v) The option that lists the incorrect
statements about how antisocial people
are being treated in present civilization
is…
1. They are being punished
2. They are at peace
3. They are prosperous
4. They are supported by politicians
5. They are respected by judges
6. Government is taking strict action
against them.
(a) 2 and 5 (b) 3 and 4
(c) 1 and 6 (d) 4 and 5
vi) In this passage the author has de-
scribed the position of the rich man in
the present society as…
1. Rich man has equal rights.
2. A rich man has high moral values
3. A rich man has power to do anything

whether it is right or wrong.
4. A rich man has every right
5. A rich man is kind towards the poor.
6. A rich man is a true religious person.
(a) 3 and 4 (b) 1 and 2
(c) 5 and 6 (d) 1 and 6
vii) According to Marcus Aurelius one
can change the present degraded socie-
ty ….
1. By changing the laws.
2. By changing the government
3. By isolating himself
4. By winning one's own soul
5. By becoming true to one's soul
6. By becoming violent.
(a) 1 and 6 (b) 4 and 5
(c) 2 and 3 (d) 1 and 2
viii) The option that states the common
man's condition in the present civiliza-
tion is..
1. Prosperous 2. Progressive
3. Powerless
4. Yielding to the present condition
5. Satisfied 6. Peaceful
(a) 1 and 2 (b) 3 and 4
(c) 5 and 6 (d) 2 and 5
ix) The option that lists the moral con-
ditions prevalent in the society is… 
1. People are following high moral val-
ues
2. Politicians are playing a key role by
following moral values
3. All are filled with irresponsibility.
4. There is no difference between wrong
and right.
5. There is a spread of sober literature
and cinemas.
6. Men are powerful against anti-social

elements.
(a) 2 and 3 (b) 5 and 6
(c) 3 and 4 (d) 1 and 6
x) Pick the option that correctly clas-
sifies Facts (F) and Opinions(O).

(1) Schools can play a vital role in
bringing back moral values in society.

(2) Atmosphere of home also matters a
lot in teaching moral values to men.
(3) The collective efforts from all the age
groups and sections of society is the need
of the hour to restore moral values.
(4) Man should awaken his soul and the
rat race for money has to be stopped.
(a) F-3; O-2,1,4 (b) F-1; O-2,3,4
(c) F-2,4; O-1,3 (d) F-2,3,4; O-1

LITERATURE - 20 marks

Q3. Read the following extracts and
answer the questions that follow: [8]
A) "There my dears. That's you seen to.
Ah...you know. We all know. I'll come back.
They never do, though. Not them. Never
do come back."
a) The above lines are authored by...
(i) Jack Finney
(ii) Susan Hill
(iii) Colin Dexter
(iv) Adrienne Rich
b) Never do come back refers to...
(i) the kids not coming back
(ii) the little boy not coming back 
(iii) the friends not coming back
(iv) the dead not coming back
c) The extract describes...
(i) Derry's willingness to change
(ii) Fake promises made by people
(iii) Lamb's loneliness 
(iv) all of the above 
(d) These lines refer to the point when...
(i) The concept of friends is explained 
(ii) Derry goes to his mother
(iii) Mr. Lamb falls from the ladder 
(iv) Derry speaks of his loneliness and
neglect
B) "I wonder if this is only an excuse to
explain away a perpetual state of pover-
ty"
a) The perpetual state of poverty high-
lights...
(i) the plight of the elementary school
slum 
(ii) the perennial struggle for rights
(iii) the vast gap between the rich and
poor

(iv) none of the above 
b) The above extract is from...
(i) The Last Lesson
(ii) An elementary school classroom in
a slum
(iii) Lost Spring (iv) Indigo
c) The excuse was made to explain...
(i) the reason for choosing bangle mak-
ing as their karma
(ii) the reason for not going to school 
(iii) for reason for going barefoot 
(iv) the reason for leaving their home-
land 
d) 'I' in the extract is concerned about...
(i) the slum children
(ii) the people of Seemapuri 
(iii) the people of Firozabad
(iv) the peasants of Champaran

Q4. Read the following extract and
answer the questions that follow: [4]
And yet, for these
Children, these windows, not this map,
their world,
Where all their future's painted with a
fog,
A narrow street sealed in with a lead sky
Far far from rivers, capes and stars of
words.
(i) The 'windows' are the map for the chil-
dren because…
(a) They don't understand the world map
on the wall
(b) They can see their slums outside the
window
(c) The windows show a beautiful sight
(d) All of the above
(ii) 'Future's painted with a fog' means…
(a) Their future is hidden 
(b) They do not have a bright future
(c) Their future is as beautiful as a fog-
gy morning
(d) Their future is like a painting
(iii) The figure of speech in 'lead sky' is…
(a) Hyperbole (b) Metaphor

(c) Personification (d) Simile
(iv) The poet of An elementary School
Classroom in a Slum is…
(a) William Shakespeare
(b) Adrienne Rich (c) Stephen Spender
(d) John Keats

Q5. Choose and write the correct an-
swer for the following questions: [8]
a) The image of the young trees and mer-
ry children depict...
(i) hope and assurance in life
(ii) contrasting phases of life
(iii) insecurities in life
(iv) none of the above 
b) Waking Dream wish fulfilment is seen
in...
(i) Sam's letter to Charley
(ii) Charley purchasing old currency 
(iii) Charley visualizing the 1890's 
(iv) Sam dreaming of Galesburg 
c) Pablo Neruda relates strangeness to...
(i) the feeling of isolation 
(ii) the feeling of togetherness 
(iii) the selfish ways of man
(iv) the unbelievable beauty of the earth 
d) The peddler was in deep thought in
the carriage as...
(i) he had stolen money with him
(ii) he was scared of entering the den
(iii) he felt caught in a trap
(iv) all of the above 
e) The purpose of the first call was ...
(i) to mislead the governor 
(ii) to keep the back-up plan ready
(iii) to keep the car ready on time 
(iv) to get everyone out of the way
f) Alphonse Daudet has elaborated on...
(i) the right to speak in our language 
(ii) the pain inflicted on people during
war
(iii) the attitude to learning and teach-
ing 
(iv) all of the above 
g) We have 'dark spirits' as ...
(i) We engage in wars
(ii) We are sad and disappointed 
(iii) We are single minded 
(iv) all of the above 
h) We remember General Takima as...
(i) self centered and self-obsessed 
(ii) good for giggle, gullible governor 
(iii) cruel and ruthless 
(iv) all of the above

PART-B 40 marks

(WRITING-16M)

Q6. Draft an advertisement for the re-
quirement of newsreaders for a popular
English news channel in around 50
words. [3]

Q7. You are Akshaya/Akriti. You have
been invited to participate in a seminar
on "Fundamental Rights of Children" or-
ganized by the Lions Club of your dis-
trict. Respond to the invitation. [3]

Q8. You are Ashish/Nimmi. You have
read the advertisement given be-
low.
Write an application along with
your resume. [5]
India Chemical Industries re-
quires Accounts officers with
minimum 4 years of experience.
Apply to Managing Director, ICI,
Barakhamba Road, New Delhi.

Q9. In the mad rush of today's fast paced
life, we often forget to enjoy the simple
pleasures of life like reading books, a
simple conversation with a friend, spend-
ing time with family and so on. The 'lock-
down due to pandemic' brought back
these pleasures. Write an article on "The
simple pleasures of Life". [5]

LITERATURE - 24 marks

Q10. Answer the following questions
in brief: [2x5=10]
(i) How are Aunt Jennifer's tigers dif-
ferent from her?
(ii) What are the series of emotions that
Douglas experiences when he was almost
drowned in the pool?
(iii) What does Keats consider an end-
less fountain of immortal drink and why?
(iv) What were the terms of the Indigo
contract between the British landlords
and the Indian peasants?
(v) What made the peddler finally change
his ways?

Q11. Answer the following questions
in brief: [2x2=4]
(i) Why was the Skunk's mother angry?
(ii) What made Hana think that the pris-
oners of war were tortured by the Japan-
ese?

Q12. How did M. Hamel bid farewell to
the students and to the people of his na-
tive village? [5]

Q13. It was sheer negligence on the part
of the prison officials that helped Evans
to escape. Comment. [5]
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